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Time-dependent exchange-correlation current density functionals
with memory
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Most present applications of time-dependent density functional theory use adiabatic functionals, i.e.,
the effective potential at timet is determined solely by the density at the same time. This paper
discusses a method that aims to go beyond this approximation, by incorporating ‘‘memory’’ effects:
the derived exchange-correlation potential will depend not only on present densities but also on the
past. In order to ensure the potentials are causal, we formulate the action on the Keldysh contour for
electrons in electromagnetic fields, from which we derive suitable Kohn–Sham equations. The
exchange-correlation action is now a functional of the electron density and velocity field. A specific
action functional is constructed which is Galilean invariant and yields a causal exchange-correlation
vector potential for the Kohn–Sham equations incorporating memory effects. We show explicitly
that the net exchange-correlation Lorentz force is zero. The potential is consistent with known
dynamical properties of the homogeneous electron gas~in the linear response limit!. © 2004
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1802793#
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the important open theoretical challenges in m
lecular physics is the description of the dynamics of intera
ing electrons, for example, in a molecule or a cluster.
many typical cases the electrons start from their ground s
and are subject to an external perturbation, such as a lo
tudal electric fieldEext(r ,t)52“fext(r ,t), wherefext is an
applied scalar potential imposed, for example, by the nu
of the molecule~within the Born–Oppenheimer approxima
tion! or by external sources. Runge and Gross1 proved that
the time-dependent electron densityn(r ,t) determines the
external potential up to a purely time-dependent addit
function. Thus the density uniquely determines the exter
electric fieldEext(r ,t). Ghosh and Dhara2 extended this re-
sult proving that the particle current-densityj (r ,t) deter-
mines the pair of external potentialsfext andAext up to an
arbitrary gauge, i.e., the external electromagnetic fie
Bext5“ÃAext andEext52“fext2c21Ȧext ~wherec is the
speed of light!, are uniquely determined by the partic
current-densityj . This forms a basis for a class of success
approaches to electron dynamics, known collectively
time-dependent density functional theory~TDDFT! ~Ref. 1!
and time-dependent current-density functional theory~TD-
CDFT! ~Refs. 2–4!. Both analogous in many aspects to de
sity functional theory~DFT! of Kohn and co-workers.5,6

In TDCDFT, the unique correspondence between the
ternal fields and the particle current-densityj (r ,t) is used to
set up a map between interacting and noninteracting elec
systems: one looks for a system of noninteracting electr
having the same time-dependent~TD! current density and
controlled by a unique external electromagnetic field (Eext

s or

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
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s ). The class of current densities that can be generate

both an interacting and a noninteracting electron system
called ‘‘noninteractingv-representable current densities
For this class, the effective electromagnetic fields
unique1,2,7 and therefore constitute a mapping of the intera
ing electron system upon a more tractable noninterac
one. In DFT, the issue ofv-representability can be settled
based on the quantum mechanical minimum principles, fo
wide class of cases~see a discussion of this topic in Ref. 8!.
An analogous result for TDDFT has not been established

One desirable way to formulate such a mapping, ass
ing it exists, for a given system is via an action princip
Because of the enormous complexity of the problem, o
approximate mappings can be constructed in actual app
tions. The basic idea was outlined by Runge and Gro1

~RG!, who used the time-dependent quantum-mechanical
tion principle. The simplest approximations are ‘‘adiabati
in the sense that they give a prescription to buildEext

s and
Bext

s at timet based solely on the current density at that sa
time. Such an approach is expected to be appropriate
slowly varying external fields. In general, however, the
fective fields at timet depend on the current density also
earlier times, i.e., they must ‘‘have memory.’’ Even in the
linear response regime this is important, as excited state
double electron character cannot be accounted for u
merely adiabatic functionals.9 Memory effects may be even
more important for stronger fast varying fields, for examp
the electronic correlation energy can be positive, an eff
that cannot be accounted for using adiabatic functionals.10

It is the purpose of this paper to present a simple p
scription for constructing a Kohn–Sham mapping for T
CDFT which includes memory effects. To date, such a p
scription is only partially available.3,4 A recently published
method by Tokatly and Pankratov11 also attempts to achiev

x:
1 © 2004 American Institute of Physics
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this goal in a different way, based on the Landau Fer
liquid theory where the local Lorentz force is a divergence
a stress tensor. In this paper we expand and give in full de
the method which was recently proposed12 allowing con-
struction of a functional having the following properties.

~a! It is based on a TDCDFT action principle. It is ther
fore robust and, one hopes, applicable beyond linear
sponse. The present formulations of memo
prescriptions3,4,13 apply directly to potentials and usuall
cannot be derived from a three-dimensional~3D! action prin-
ciple.

~b! It is causal, i.e., the external effective fields at timt
depend only on thepast behavior of the system. Here w
formulate the RG theory on a Keldysh contour. The result
theory is thus causal. While resulting in a different fun
tional, our approach is heavily based on the ideas and re
of van Leeuwen.14

~c! It obeys basic symmetry rules of quantum mech
ics, i.e., it does not allow electrons to exert a net force up
themselves and it is gauge invariant. The first of these c
ditions, termedGalilean invariance.15,16 Galilean invariance
ensures compliance of TDDFT dynamics with the Harmo
potential theorem of Dobson.16,17

~d! It is consistent with known static and dynamic
properties of the homogeneous electron gas~HEG! when
subject to weak external electromagnetic fields. Here we
low parametrizations of such properties.18–20

The idea of assembling an approach that is Galilean
variant ~GI! and is consistent with the linear response pro
erties of the HEG goes back to the work of Dobson, Bunn
and Gross3 ~DBG!. Our approach, however, is different i
several aspects, most notably, we give here a fully 3D p
scription, treating both the transverse as well as longitu
response properties.

The mathematical intricacies of such a functional a
rather involved. We find that a relatively transparent, tr
table, and formally appealing formulation is obtained wh
the functionals are made to depend on the velocity fieldu
5 j /n and densityn instead of on the current-densityj . The
utility of using the velocity field has been stressed by Vign
and co-workers,4,13 who use it to build a linear response TD
CDFT approach. Some applications showing the utility
the memory effects have been recently published.21,22

With the velocity fieldu(r ,t), the concept of ‘‘fluid par-
cel trajectory’’ is naturally defined.3,4,17 Thus the electronic
density is viewed as a fluid, and each fluid parcel flows alo
a trajectory. The memory effects are easily described wit
a parcel, because there they are ‘‘local.’’ This is a Lagrang
description of the electron dynamics and should be c
trasted with the ‘‘Eulerian’’ system, where a fixed coordina
system is used to describe the density. Finally, since o
parts of the theory are more naturally described in the E
rian system, a Lagrangian-to-Eulerian transformation m
be made after formulation of the relevant exchan
correlation potentials.

The structure of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II w
formulate a causal theory of TDCDFT, based on a sim
approach for TDDFT.14 Next we introduce a specific actio
functional including memory effects~Sec. III!. In Sec. IV we
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take the appropriate functional derivatives to obtain
exchange-correlation potentials. The parametrization of
functionals kernel functions is derived in Sec. V. A discu
sion and summary is then given in Sec. VI.

II. TDCDFT ACTION

In TDDFT time-dependent Schro¨dinger equations are se
up for one-particle orbitals from which the density and cu
rent density can be constructed. This is similar to DF
where time-independent equations are solved for nonin
acting electrons in an effective potential composed of
external potential, the Hartree potential, and the excha
correlation potential.6 In DFT the exchange-correlation~XC!
energy functionalEXC@n0# @n0(r ) being the ground state
number density of the electronic system# is a basic concept
determining the exchange-correlation potential through fu
tional derivation,vXC(r )5dEXC@n0#/dn0(r ). In TDDFT the
analogous concept, introduced by Runge and Gross,1 is the
XC action functionalSXC@n#, wheren(r ,t) is the TD num-
ber density. RG assumed that functional derivation ofSXC

yields the exchange-correlation potential as in DFT. O
very successful case is TD adiabatic local density appro
mation ~TD-ALDA !, where the DFT local density approx
mation ~LDA ! functional is used as a memory-less actio
TD-ALDA is very successful for computing some dynamic
properties of molecules.23–27 Yet, it is inadequate in pro-
cesses that involve motion of electrons over lo
distances22,28 or in cases of double excitations.29 Thus, it is
important to develop methods beyond the adiabatic assu
tion and several attempts in this direction have be
made.4,10,30,31

The RG procedure, as well as any attempt to derive
potentials from a time-dependent functional of the dens
was found to violate causality.14 This can be remedied by
formulating the action on a Keldysh contour, which was us
earlier in the context of TDDFT.14,32,33 The work of van
Leeuwen14 has especially an elegant way of dealing w
causality using the Keldysh contour. We now generalize t
method for the magnetic field case, obtaining a formulat
of TDCDFT. Consider a system ofNe electrons under an
external electromagnetic field. We specifically focus on
dynamics in the time interval@0,t f #. The Keldysh contour is
a parametrizationt(t), using a parametertP@0,t f #. This
function, t(t), is taken from 0 tot f and then back to zero
t(0)5t(t f)50. We start from the Schro¨dinger equation of a
system ofNe electrons on a Keldysh contour:

i ṫ 21]tC~t!5Ĥ~t!C~t!, C~0!5C0 . ~2.1!

The Hamiltonian here is of the general form, allowing ext
nal electromagnetic fields,

Ĥ~t!5(
i 51

Ne F @pi1a~r i ,t!#2

2
1vext~r i ,t!G1

1

2 (
iÞ j

1

r i j
.

~2.2!

Despite the formal similarity to the Schro¨dinger equation,
Eq. ~2.1! is different since it is solved on the contour. T
recover the physical equation, we must introduce phys
potentials on the contour, i.e.,v(r ,t)5vp@r ,t(t)# and
license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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8733J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 121, No. 18, 8 November 2004 Exchange-correlation current density
a(r ,t)5ap@r ,t(t)#. Only then will the solution be of the
form C(t)5Cp@ t(t)#, whereCp(t) is the physical wave
function.

We introduce the following action:

A@ ã#5Rei ln^C0uU~t f ,0!uC0&, ~2.3!

where the evolution operator is a solution of

i ṫ 21]tU~t,0!5F(
i 51

Ne @pi1ã~r i !#
2

2
1

1

2 (
iÞ j

1

r i j
GU~t,0!,

~2.4!

with U(0,0) being the identity operator and

ã~r ,t!5a~r ,t!2E
0

t

“vext~r ,t8!dt8 ~2.5!

is the vector potential in the fixed gauge we are going to u
It is easy to show that in this gauge

j ~r ,t![
dA

dã~r ,t!
5Re

^C0uU~t f ,0! ĵH~r ,t!uC0&

^C0uU~t f ,0!uC0&
~2.6!

with

ĵH~r ,t!5U~0,t! ĵU~t,0!, ~2.7!

and

ĵ ~r !5(
i 51

Ne

@ p̂i1ã~ r̂ i !#d~r2 r̂ i !1c.c. ~2.8!

is the particle current-density operator. One can also de
the ‘‘density’’ as

n~r ,t![Re
^C0uU~t f ,0!n̂H~r ,t!uC0&

^C0uU~t f ,0!uC0&
. ~2.9!

It is straightforward to show that the continuity equati
holds:

ṫ21]tn1“"j50. ~2.10!

Furthermore, when a physical vector potential is plugged
the expressions,j and n become the corresponding gaug
invariant physical functions.

One can now perform a Legendre transform

S̃@ j #5A@ ã#2E d3r E
C
dt j ~r ,t!•ã~r ,t!. ~2.11!

Functional differentiation gives

dS̃

d j ~r ,t!
52ã~r ,t!. ~2.12!

We then write this functional in the Kohn–Sham~KS! way,
defining the exchange-correlation actionS̃XC as

S̃@ j #5S0@ j #1SH@n#1S̃XC@ j #. ~2.13!

S0 is the action for a set of noninteracting electrons and

SH@n#5
1

2 E E d3rd3r 8E
C
dt

n~r ,t!n~r 8,t!

ur2r 8u
. ~2.14!

The functionalS̃ in Eq. ~2.13! will be awkward to handle
because of the functional dependence ofn on j through the
Downloaded 30 Oct 2004 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP 
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continuity equation~2.10!. A better approach would be to
define a functional ofn and j , both treated as independe
variables, and add Eq.~2.10! as a constraint. Furthermore
we will need in the next sections a functional expressed
terms of n and the velocity fieldu5 j /n, thus we define
S@n,u# as

S@n,u#5S̃@nu#1E w~r ,t!$ ṫ21]tn~r ,t!

1“•@n~r ,t!u~r ,t!#%. ~2.15!

The functional derivatives for 0,t,t f are

dS

du~r ,t!
52@ ã~r ,t!1“w~r ,t!#n~r ,t! ~2.16!

and

dS

dn~r ,t!
52@ ã~r ,t!1“w~r ,t!#•u~r ,t!

2 ṫ21]tw~r ,t!. ~2.17!

At t50, t f there are additionald function terms. These dis
appear when physical densities are used, thus we do not
sider them.

We may analogously define the exchange correlation
tion SXC@n,u# using Eqs.~2.13! and ~2.15! by

S@n,u#5S0@nu#1SH@n#1SXC@n,u#. ~2.18!

The noninteracting actionS0@n,u# in this case is tractable
since we may let the electrons evolve under the potentiaãs

according to the Schro¨dinger equationsfk

i ṫ 21]tfk~r ,t!5 1
2@ p̂1ãs~r ,t!#2fk~r ,t!. ~2.19!

From Eq.~2.12!, applied to the noninteracting electrons, w
get

dS0

du~r ,t!
52@ ãs~r ,t!1“ws~r ,t!#n~r ,t!,

~2.20!
dS0

dn~r ,t!
52@ ãs~r ,t!1“ws~r ,t!#•u~r ,t!

2 ṫ21]tws~r ,t!.

Equating the functional derivatives of Eq.~2.18! leads to

2n@~ ã2ãs!1“~w2ws!#5ãXC ,
~2.21!

2u•@~ ã2ãs!1“~w2ws!#2] t~w2ws!5vH1vXC ,

with ws being the Lagrange multipliers for noninteractin
electrons,aXC5dSXC /du, andvXC5dS/dn. This leads to

ãs5ã1ãXC /n1“W,
~2.22!

W5E
0

t

@u"ãXC /n2vH2vXC# ṫ21~t8!dt8,

where W5w2ws . The formalism is gauge invariant. On
can apply any gauge transform to Eq.~2.19! and transform
part of the longitudinal component of the vector potent
into an external potential. This corresponds to a differ
choice ofW in Eq. ~2.22!. Indeed, for constructing definite
license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Kohn–Sham equations, a certain gauge must usually be
sen. Once this is done, the equations have the form

i ] tfk~r ,t !5@ 1
2@ p̂1as~r ,t !#21vs~r ,t !#fk~r ,t ! ~2.23!

along with

as5a1aXC /n,
~2.24!

vs5vext1vH1vXC2u"aXC /n.

Equations~2.23! and ~2.24! form a set of equations which
must be solved self-consistently. The basic issue now is
construction of an approximation to the exchange-correla
actionSXC@n,u#, which we do next.

III. ACTION WITH MEMORY

We now describe the basic principles of our approach
building an action principle for TDCDFT with memory. Fo
simplicity, we assume the interacting system is not subjec
a magnetic field, thusa50. We separate the functional int
an instantaneous response part and a memory part:

SXC5SA1SGIXC . ~3.1!

We assumeSA is the ALDA, i.e., the functional that yields
the following XC potential:

vXC,ALDA~r ,t !5
d

dn
@eLDA~n!n#un5n~r ,t ! , ~3.2!

whereeXC is the exchange-correlation energy per particle
the HEG at its ground state.

The functionalSGIXC will be expressed in terms of quan
tities that are zero at time zero, before any external tim
dependent perturbation is applied. It is a functional not o
of the density, but also the electron fluid velocity fie
u(r ,t)5 j (r ,t)/n(r ,t), wherej (r ,t) is the current density o
the fluid.13 The velocity is initially zero~we assume no ex
ternal magnetic fields at time zero!. In a more general treat
ment,SA will also include the stationary velocity field whic
exists in a static magnetic field, but here we assume it
functional of the density only.

The functional must observe causality. This is done
introducing a pseudotimet and a functiont(t), which starts
at t50, changes to the final timet f , and then is driven
backwards—fromt f to 0. The way we use the pseudotim
Keldysh technique is discussed in Appendix A. Based on
technique we set out to construct a functionalSGIXC@n,u#
from which the XC potentials can be inferred by function
derivation~the actual derivatives and potentials are given
Sec. IV!:

vGIXC~r ,t !5
dSGIXC@n,u#

dn~r ,t!
U

p

,

~3.3!

aGIXC~r ,t !5
dSGIXC@n,u#

du~r ,t!
U

p

,

where the subscriptp denotes evaluation at the physical de
sity np and velocity field up . A function f (t) is called
‘‘physical’’ if there exists a functionf p(t) such that f (t)
5 f p@ t(t)#, see Appendix A for more details. These pote
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tials are used in the Kohn–Sham scheme, Eq.~2.23!, where
the effective potentials are, analogous to Eq.~2.24! ~with
a50!,

vs~r ,t !5vp~r ,t !1vH~r ,t !1vALDA ~r ,t !1vGIXC~r ,t !

2u~r ,t !•aGIXC~r ,t !/n~r ,t !,
~3.4!

as~r ,t !5aGIXC~r ,t !/n~r ,t !.

The potentialsvGIXC andaGIXC should be derived from a
GI action functional, the definition of which we discuss no
Consider two coordinate systems,r of the ‘‘lab’’ frame andr̃
of a ‘‘moving’’ frame, where

r̃5r2x~t! ~3.5!

andx~t! is an arbitrary~accelerated! trajectory@with x~0!50
for simplicity# in pseudotime accelerated frame. A function
S@n,u# is considered GI if

S@ ñ,ũ#5S@n,u#, ~3.6!

whereñ(r ,t) andũ(r ,t) are the density and velocity field in
the accelerated frame,

ñ~r ,t!5n@r1x~t!,t#,
~3.7!

ũ~r ,t!5u@r1x~t!,t#2 ṫ~t!21ẋ~t!.

When a physical velocity fieldu(r ,t)5up@r ,t(t)# and tra-
jectory x(t)5xp@ t(t)# are used in Eq.~3.7! the usual Gal-
ilean transformation is recovered:

ũp~r ,t !5up@r1x~ t !,t#2 ẋp~ t !. ~3.8!

According to Newton’s third law, electrons should not pr
duce a net force upon themselves. This requirement impo
a strict condition on the XC potentials, as discussed in R
16, namely, that the net XC force on the electrons is ze
Now, what are the XC forces in the present the ory? Sin
the XC forces are of formal similarity to electromagne
potentials, the force they produce per volume should be
covered from the Lorentz force of electromagnetic theo
The Lorentz force is discussed in detail in Ref. 34, where i
also shown that electromagnetic fields are related to t
potentials by the following relations:E52“f2c21Ȧ and
B5“ÃA. In the case of a flowing charge distribution in a
electromagnetic field, the Lorentz force per volume exer
on a charge distributionr flowing with velocity u is

FL5r$E1uÃB%. ~3.9!

In our case, the XC potentials are defined slightly differen
an analogy with electromagnetism is obtained by settinc
51, f→2v, A→a, andr→n. The form for the XC poten-
tials given in Eq.~3.4! leads to effective fields given by

EGIXC5“~vGIXC2ãGIXC"u!2aPGIXC ,
~3.10!

BGIXC5“ÃãGIXC ,

wherenãGIXC5aGIXC . Plugging the fields of Eq.~3.10! into
Eq. ~3.9! yields the XC force density. In Appendix B a TD
license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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CDFT generalization of the results of Ref. 16 is given, sho
ing Galilean invariance implies that the net XC force defin
this way is zero.

In order to impose Galilean invariance on the XC acti
functional we use a Lagrangian coordinate system.3,17 We
introduce the trajectory functionR~r ,t!, describing the posi-
tion at pseudotimet of an electron fluid parcel, which att50
was atr obeying the equations of motion

]R~r ,t!

]t
5 ṫ~t!u@R~r ,t!,t#, R~r ,0!5r , ~3.11!

whereu~r ,t! is the velocity field. When a physical velocit
field is used,u(r ,t)5up@r ,t(t)#, this definition is compat-
ible with the physical trajectorydRp /dt5up , where
R(r ,t)5Rp@r ,t(t)#. The Galilean transform ofR is R̃~r ,t!
5R~r ,t!2x~t! @note: R̃~r̃ ,t!5R~r ,t!2x~t!, becauser is the
position at timet50 when the two frames are identical#.
Following Refs. 3 and 17, we introduce the Lagrangian
locity field U~r ,t!5u@R~r ,t!,t# and density N(r ,t)
5n@R(r ,t),t#, noting that

Ñ~r ,t!5N~r ,t!, Ũ~r ,t!5U~r ,t!2 ẋ~t!. ~3.12!

SinceN5Ñ and“U5“Ũ, any functional ofN and“U
is trivially GI ~i.e., obeysS@N,U#5S@Ñ,Ũ#), we can write a
general GIXC action as follows:

SGIXC@n,u#5E d3r E
0

t f
ṫ~t8!dt8E

0

t8
ṫ~t9!dt9

P@N~r ,t8!,N~r ,t9!,“U~r ,t8!,“U~r ,t9!,t8,t9#,
~3.13!

whereP(N8,N9,“U8,“U9,t8,t9) is an appropriate kerne
functional. This equation opens the door for a generali
‘‘gradient’’ approximation in the time domain. Furthermor
this general XC action is not limited to the linear perturb
tion regime. To demonstrate the practicality of this GIX
action, we choose a simple nontrivial functional, which
the linear response regime coincides with known forms:35

SGIXC@n,u#5E d3r 8E
0

t f
ṫ~t8!dt8E

0

t8
ṫ~t9!dt9

3$FL@N~r 8,t9!,t~t8!

2t~t9!#“"U~r 8,t8!“"U~r 8,t9!

1FT@N~r 8,t9!,t~t8!2t~t9!#“ÃU~r 8,t8!

•“ÃU~r 8,t9!%. ~3.14!

The response kernelsFL and FT, analogous to the XC
energy per particle in LDA, carry the information of a g
neric physical system, such as that of the HEG. The fu
tions FL,T can then be obtained from approximated form
the linear response~LR! functions, as discussed in the fo
lowing section.

IV. EXCHANGE CORRELATION POTENTIALS

When physical density and velocity fields are plugg
into Eq.~3.14!, it can be shown thatSGIXC is identically zero
@use Eq.~A4! for providing this#. This does not mean that th
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potential derived from it is zero though because the fu
tional derivative is done with respect toany ~not necessarily
physical density and velocity fields!.

In order to obtain the GIXC scalar- and vecto
potentials, aGIXC(r ,t)5dSGIXC /du(r ,t), vGIXC(r ,t)
5dSGIXC /dn(r ,t), we need to first compute the positio
and velocity Jacobians. The trajectory-position Jacobian
trix is calculated in Appendix C, resulting in

Ii j ~r ,t!5@“R# i j ~r ,t!5]Ri~r ,t!/]r j . ~4.1!

The trajectory-position Jacobian matrixI(r ,t) tells us how a
path is affected when its initial position is perturbed. In a
tual computations it can be determined directly from E
~4.1!. Furthermore, from Eqs.~4.1! and ~3.11!, İ(r ,t)
5 ṫ(t)“U(r ,t), from which İ(r ,t)5 ṫ(t)@“u#
3@R(r ,t),t#I(r ,t) $where@“u# i j 5]ui(r ,t)/]r j %, thus the
Jacobian matrix is given by

I~r ,t!5`̂ expF E
0

t

@“u#@R~r ,t8!,t8# ṫ~t8!dt8G , ~4.2!

where`̂ is thet-ordering symbol~earlier times to the right!.
The Jacobian determinant ensures particle conservation
correcting for particle density when physical functio
N(r ,t)5Np@r ,t(t)# are used~see Appendix C!: uI(r ,t)u
5Np(r ,0)/Np(r ,t).

Next, we need also the trajectory-velocity Jacobian m
trix

Gi j ~r 8,t8;r ,t!5dRi~r 8,t8!/duj~r ,t!. ~4.3!

This function tells us how a trajectory originating atr 8
changes at timet8 as a result of a perturbation in the veloci
field applied at positionr at time t8. Taking the derivative
with respect tot8 of Gi j , one arrives after some manipula
tions at

ṫ~t8!21
]

]t8
Gi j 5d i j d~t82t!d@R~r 8,t8!2r #

1@“kui #@R~r 8,t8!,t8#Gk j .

This equation of motion forG can be readily solved using
Eq. ~4.2!:

Gi j ~r 8,t8;r ,t!

5@I~r 8,t8!I~r 8,t!21# i j u~t82t!d@R~r 8,t!2r #. ~4.4!

In this expression it is evident that the only trajecto
affected by the perturbation is that which passes at the sp
time point of the velocity perturbation.u~t82t! is the Heavi-
side function enforcing causality: only the future trajectory
affected. The position Jacobians play the role of ‘‘propag
tors.’’ I(r 8,t)21 propagates backward from perturbatio
time t to time zero andI~r 8,t8! forward from time zero to
‘‘present’’ time t. An important property ofG is its spatial
sparsity: it is strictly zero unlessr and r 8 refer to thesame
fluid element. G is nonlocal in time, but in any application
the memory functionals require only a limited time nonloc
ity. ThusG can be computed on the fly. With the Jacobia
license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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we can write the functional derivatives, determining ho
changes in the Eulerian fields affect the Lagrang
variables:

dN~r 8,t8!/dn~r ,t!5d@R~r 8,t!2r #d~t2t8!/ ṫ,

dN~r 8,t8!/du~r ,t!5“N~r 8,t8!I~r 8,t8!21G~r 8,t8;r ,t!,

dU~r 8,t8!/dn~r ,t!50,

dUi~r 8,t8!/duj~r ,t!5 ṫ~t8!21]Gi j ~r 8,t8;r ,t!/]t8.

From these relations we compute the potentials,

dSGIXC

dn~r ,t!
5E

0

t f
V~ r̄ ,t̄ !

dN~ r̄ ,t̄ !

dn~r ,t!
d3r̄ ṫ~ t̄ !dt̄,

dSGIXC

du~r ,t!
5E

0

t f FA~ r̄ ,t̄ !
dU~ r̄ ,t̄ !

du~r ,t!

1V~ r̄ ,t̄ !
dN~ r̄ ,t̄ !

du~r ,t! Gd3r̄ ṫ~ t̄ !dt̄,

where V(r ,t)5dSGIXC /dN(r ,t) and A(r ,t)5dSGIXC /
dU(r ,t). It is straightforward to verify, using Eqs.~A3! and
~A5!, that when physical densities and velocities are plug
into these expressions and the causality propertyFL,T(N,t
,0)50 enforced, the vector potential comes out cau
having both transverse and longitudal parts:

aGIXC@R~r ,t !,t#5uI~r ,t !u21I~r ,t !21

3E
0

t

dt8Ȧp~r ,t8!I~r ,t8!, ~4.5!

where

Ap~r ,t !52“E
0

t

dt8FL@N~r ,t8!,t2t8#“"U~r ,t8!

1“3E
0

t

dt8FT@N~r ,t8!,t2t8#“ÃU~r ,t8!. ~4.6!

Furthermore, the GIXC potential is identically zero, i.e.,

vGIXC@R~r ,t !,t#5uI~r ,t !u21Vp~r ,t !50. ~4.7!

Notice that the left-hand side of Eq.~4.5! gives the vector
potential atR(r ,t). In actual applications, this will have t
be transferred to the Eulerian system’s coordinatesr . Since
R(r ,t) is known, this should not present a problem.

The determination of the vector potential is done in tw
stages.

~a! First, the vector potential is determined by Eq.~4.6!
in a way similar to linear response theory. However, the
tegral is not a convolution and cannot be performed in f
quency space. One possible approximation is to useN(r ,t0)
instead ofN(r ,t8) in Eq. ~4.6!. t0 is a representative time~for
example,t0 can be equal tot!. This may facilitate the com-
putation since the vector potentialAp will now be a convo-
lution.

~b! OnceAp is obtained, a transformation to the Eul
rian frame takes place, via Eq.~4.5!. This transformation
involves that Jacobians, which act as translation opera
along the fluid parcel trajectory.
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Memory is evident in Eq.~4.5!, since the potential is
sensitive to the past behavior of the velocity field. The fin
potentials do not depend on the Keldysh contour, as requi
The fact that the scalar potential is zero is simply a spec
choice of gauge. The longitudal part ofas5aGIXC /n can be
converted to a scalar GIXC potential by an appropriate ga
transform.

It is interesting to note that Eq.~4.5! is consistent with
the LR theory of the HEG. We note that in LR, we expand
quantities to first order. The first order change in density
n1 . The first order part of the velocity fieldu1 is the leading
order ~since we assume initial zero magnetic fields!. This is
also true for the vector potential. Therefore,I'I 1o(u1),
R(r ,t)'r1o(u1), and Eq.~4.5! becomes similar to the time
domain form of the LR result for a HEG:4

aXC,1~r ,t !52“E
0

t

FL~n0 ,t2t8!“"u1~r ,t !

1“3E
0

t

FT~n0 ,t2t8!“Ãu1~r ,t !. ~4.8!

V. THE KERNEL FUNCTIONS

There are some exact results on the dynamical p
perties of the HEG in the LR regime. The relevance
these for TDDFT has been discussed in seve
references.4,13,18,20,36–38These known and extrapolated pro
erties are encapsulated in the functionsf XC

L,T(v), parametri-
zations of which have been discussed.18,20,38The results we
present are based on thef XC

L,T(v) of Qian and Vignale.20

In Appendix D we derive explicit expressions for th
kernel functions, based on the known HEG response.
finite-memory kernel is derived,

ML,T~N,t !52
2n2

p E
0

` f i
L,T~N,v!

v2
sinvtdv2FL,T

` ~N!.

~5.1!

In terms of which the kernels to be used in Eq.~4.6! are
given by

FL~N,t !5FL
`~N!1ML~N,t !, ~5.2!

FT~N,t !5FT
`~N!1FT

ad~N!t1MT~N,t !, ~5.3!

where

FL,T
` ~N!52N2f i8

L,T~N,0!,
~5.4!

FT
ad~N!5N2f i

T~N,0!.

The memory functionsML,T(n) are shown in Fig. 1, where
the density is described by the Wigner Seitz parameter s

5(3/4pn)1/3. The adiabatic constantFT
ad is shown in Fig. 2.

Summarizing, we only need the time derivative of t
Lagrangian vector potentialAp in Eq. ~4.5!, which is com-
posed of three parts:

Ȧp~r ,t !5Ȧp
mem~r ,t !1Ȧp

`~r ,t !1Ȧp
ad~r ,t !, ~5.5!

where the memory part,
license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 1. The longitudinal~left! and transverse~right!
memory function kernels for various densities~values
of r s). Based on the LDA PW92~Ref. 42! functional
and the Qian-Vignalef XC parametrization of Ref. 20.
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mem~r ,t !52“E

0

t

dt8ML@N~r ,t8!,t2t8#“"U~r ,t8!

1“E
0

t

dt8MT@N~r ,t8!,t2t8#“ÃU~r ,t8!, ~5.6!

is evaluated by using a limited history of the fluid veloci
and density becauseML,T(n,t) is short ranged int. The in-
finite response given by

Ȧp
`~r ,t !52“$FL

`@N~r ,t !#“"U~r ,t !%

1“$FT
`@N~r ,t !#“ÃU~r ,t !%, ~5.7!

is evaluated with no need to refer to history. And the ad
batic part

Ȧp
ad~r ,t !5“3E

0

t

dt8FT
ad@N~r ,t8!#“ÃU~r ,t8!, ~5.8!

which can be calculated ‘‘on the fly’’ with no need fo
memory, since this integral can be incremented at each
step.

We have shown explicit kernels for the memory fun
tional and discussed their application stressing the fact
all calculations are ‘‘doable,’’ in the sense that they invol
only a limited account of the history of the system.

VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

In this paper we formulated an action approach
TDCDFT for electronic systems in a TD electromagne
field, with the aim of constructing a memory action fun
tional. Our formulation of the action is a generalization

FIG. 2. The constantFT
ad as a function of electron density~parameterr s).
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the action devised for TDDFT.14 We derived simple memory
functionals that are robust due to their inherent Galilean
variance and may be useful for taking into account mem
effects in time-dependent calculations with strong fields. T
use of a Lagrangian framework, as first suggested in Refs
and 3 allows a full formulation of the memory effects in
Galilean invariant way. The functionals are compatible w
linear response properties, where the Lagrangian and E
rian frames are identical. Comparing with the theory of DB
~Ref. 3!, from which the present approach has been inspir
we find results are different in several aspects. While DB
derive their theory from an elegant application of Newton
third law, it is not clear if their potential can be derived fro
an action principle. The same question can be raised w
comparing to the theory of Tokatly and Pankratov,11 which
assumes that Lorentz force is a divergence of a stress te
In our treatment, we use a more general assumption
impose GI using a transformation from the Lagrangian to
Eulerian frame. The importance of this method still needs
be examined by application to various benchmark syste
Furthermore, in the present approach the transverse pa
the response is fully included.

In principle, the present approach can encompass m
elaborate ansatz than the one introduced in Eq.~3.14!. Future
work will then address two issues related to this. A no
Newtonian-liquid approach should be attempted, where
derivatives of the Lagrangian velocity will be inserted in
nonlinear way. Another issue is spatial locality. The curre
formalism is based on the local density approximation. Th
there is no account of nonlocal spatial effects. While sim
using the adiabatic GGA as a memory-less action functio
in place ofSA in Eq. ~3.1! is a possibility, a more rigorous
attempt, which combines nonlocality in space and in time
still a challenge.

The incorporation of these equations in a real-time tim
dependent scheme is more involved than the simple lo
density approximation. However, the inclusion of memo
effects may be the only way to improve the approximatio
we currently have for the dynamics of electrons in m
ecules.

While the present approach is far from addressing all
known properties of the true functional~for example, the
initial state dependence39 is not addressed here!, we believe
it is a step forward, supplying a formalism that can be a
plied to general electronic structure systems.
license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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APPENDIX A: CAUSALITY VIA THE KELDYSH
CONTOUR

A special technique must be used to enforce causalit
the action. Following van Leeuwen,14 the Keldysh time con-
tour is used. To explain the basic idea, let us define
Keldysh pseudotime. Suppose the relevant interval for
physical timet is @0,t f # (t f can be infinity!. We define a
pseudotimetP@0,t f # for somet f.0 and a parametrization
t(t) which maps@0,t f # onto @0,t f # with t(0)5t(t f)50. An
important related concept is a ‘‘physical time’’ function:
function f (t) ~f may depend on other variables as well! for
which there exists a functionf p(t) such that f (t)
5 f p@ t(t)# is a physical time function.

Peuckert,32 Rajagopal,33 and van Leeuwen,14 describe an
action, based on the Keldysh time contour, which by deri
tion produces causality-respecting potentials. Our appro
to causality is also based on the Keldysh contour. Cons
the following functionalA of a pseudo-time-dependent fun
tion n(t):

A@n#5E
0

t f
ṫ~t2!dt23E

0

t2
F@n~t2!,t~t2!

2t~t1!#n~t1! ṫ~t1!dt1 . ~A1!

The functional derivative is

dA@n#

dn~t!
5E

t

t f
F@n~t2!,t~t2!2t~t!# ṫ~t2!dt2

1E
0

t

n~t1!F1@n~t!,t~t!2t~t1!# ṫ~t1!dt1 ,

~A2!

where F1 is the derivative ofF by its first argument. By
plugging in a physical time functionn(t)5np@ t(t)# one ob-
tains, after some manipulation,

vp~ t ![
dA@n#

dn~ t ! U
p

5E
t

0

dt2F@n~ t2!,t22t#

1E
0

t

dt1np~ t1!F1@n~ t !,t2t1#. ~A3!

In deriving Eq. ~A3!, we used the following fact: for any
physical time functionf p(t) and pseudotimest1 andt2

t~t1!5t~t2!⇒E
t1

t2
f @ t~t!# ṫ~t!dt50. ~A4!

A crucial point: by choosing in Eq.~A1!, F(n,t) to be
‘‘causal,’’ i.e., to be zero whenevert,0, the functional de-
rivative of ~A4! is reduced to a single term,

vp~ t ![
dA@n#

dn~ t ! U
p

5E
0

t

np~ t1!F1@n~ t !,t2t1#dt1 . ~A5!
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The potentialvp(t) is now causal in the sense that th
functional derivativedvp(t)/dn(t8) is evidently zero when
t8.t.

Another approach, more in the spirit of the Keldys
formalism40 is to consider the time ordered functions on t
contour, definingF,(1,2) for t1,t2 and F.(1,2) for t1

.t2 . Upon returning to physical quantities, only the comb
nationFR5u(t22t1)(F.2F,), called the retarded kerne
survives. Such an approach was taken by van Leeuwen in
calculation of the response under TDDFT.14 Thus, our for-
mulation is akin to the retarded functional in the Keldy
theory.

APPENDIX B: ZERO NET XC FORCE

In this appendix we show that the Galilean invariance
the XC action ensures zero net XC Lorentz force. The
pression for the Lorentz force is given by Eq.~3.9!, where
the fields of Eq.~3.10! are used. Let us assume that Eq.~3.6!
holds and prove that the net XC Lorentz force is zero.
mount a frame of reference slightly perturbed at some ti
t.0 @see Eq.~3.7!#. The density and velocity fields appea
slightly distorted in the perturbed frame~primed quantities!:

n85n@r1dx~t8!,t8#,

u85u@r1dx~t8!,t8#2 ṫ21d ẋ~t!, ~B1!

dx~t8!5dxṫ21d~t2t8!.

From Galilean invariance, dSXC5SXC@n8,u8#
2SXC@n,u#50, thus we have

E
C
dtE d3r H dSXC

dn
“n•dx1~dx"“u2 ṫ21d ẋ!•

dSXC

du J 50.

~B2!

Expressing this in indices, using the convention that
peated indices are summed, using Eq.~3.3!, and multiplying
by 21, for later convenience, the equation is transform
into

E $2v] jn2ai] jui2 ṫ21ȧ j%dxjd
3r 50, ~B3!

where a[aGIXC[nã and v[vGIXC for brevity. Integrating
by parts the first term and using the fact thatdxj is arbitrary,
we have

E $n] jv2nãi] jui2 ṫ21@na8 j1ã j ṅ#%d3r 50. ~B4!

Using the continuity equation, we have

E $n@] jv2 ṫ21a8 #2nãi] jui1ã j] i~nui !%d
3r 50. ~B5!

Sinceãi] jui5] j (ãiui)2ui] j ãi , we have

E $n@] j~v2ãiui !2 ṫ21a8 #1nui] j ãi1ã j] i~nui !%d
3r 50.

~B6!

Integrating the last term by parts, we have
license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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E $n@] j~v2ãiui !2 ṫ21a8 #1n@ui] j ãi2ui] i ã j #%d
3r 50.

~B7!

Finally, we use the identity

@u3~“Ãã!# j5ui] j ãi2ui] i ã j ~B8!

and write

E $n@] j~v2ãiui !2 ṫ21a81@uÃ“Ãã# j #%d
3r 50. ~B9!

The integrand in the curly brackets is the average XC fo
per particle. Because“Ãã and“(v2ã"u)2aP are gauge in-
variant this force too is gauge invariant. For the us
TDDFT ~without vector potentials! this expression reduce
to the expression of Vignale,16 *“vnd3r 50.

APPENDIX C: LAGRANGIAN FRAME

In this appendix we review several properties of the L
grangian quantities. Consider the Lagrangian den
N(r ,t)5n@R(r ,t),t#. Taking the time derivative, in obvi
ous notation, we have

]N~r ,t!

]t
5

]n@R~r ,t!,t#

]t

1@“n#@R~r ,t!,t#•u@R~r ,t!,t# ṫ~t!. ~C1!

Now, consider the physical densityn(r ,t)5np@r ,t(t)#, ve-
locity field, etc., then, with omission of the subscriptp

]N~r ,t !

]t
5F]n

]t
1u"“nG@R~r ,t !,t#. ~C2!

Using the continuity equation~2.10! evaluated atR(r ,t), we
obtain

]N~r ,t !

]t
1N~r ,t !@“"u#@R~r ,t !,t#50. ~C3!

Next, we consider the Jacobian

Ii j ~r ,t!5]Ri~r ,t!/]r j ~C4!

of the Eulerian-to-Lagrangian transformation~r→R!. The
Jacobian is needed because after formulation in the Lagr
ian frame, we must transform back to the Eulerian fram
where the other functionals~such as the adiabatic, Hartre
and external functionals! are defined. Its determinant, whic
is used in various integrals, is also discussed.

In actual applications the Jacobian is readily availa
from the functionR(r ,t). In order to study its properties, it i
instructive to obtain an equation of motion for it, which
obtained by taking the derivative of Eq.~C4! with respect to
r :

]

]t
Ii j ~r ,t!5

]ui

]r k
U

@R~r ,t!,t#

Ik j~r ,t ! ṫ~t!. ~C5!

Here we used Eq.~3.11! and the convention that repeate
indices are summed over. Equation~C5! is a differential
equation onI, which together with the initial condition tha
I~r ,0!5I , can be solved formally as
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I~r ,t!5`̂ expH E
0

t

@“u#@R~r ,t8!,t8# ṫ~t8!dt8J , ~C6!

where`̂ is a time ordering operator~earlier times appear to
the right! and @“u# i j 5]ui /]r j .

Consider a small volume elementd3r . The number of
particles in this element isN(r ,0)d3r . At time t the element
has moved toR(r ,t), its shape and volume changed but t
number of elementsN(r ,t)uI(r ,t)u21d3r must still be the
same, thus

N~r ,t !uI~r ,t !u215N~r ,0!. ~C7!

This equation is a useful way to compute the Jacobian de
minant.

This result can be derived more rigorously from E
~C6!. Consider the determinant of a small time sliceDt ~I is
simply an ordered product of such slices, and the deter
nant of a product is the product of determinants!. Because
ueAu5etr A for any operator, we have

ue@“u#@R~r ,t !,t#Dtu5etr$@“u#@R~r ,t !,t#%Dt. ~C8!

However,

tr$@“u#@R~r ,t !,t#%5~“"u!@R~r ,t !,t# ~C9!

and using Eq.~C3! we find

tr$@“u#@R~r ,t !,t#%5
]

]t
ln N~r ,t !, ~C10!

and plugging into Eq.~C8! gives

ue@“u#@R~r ,t !,t#Dtu5
N~r ,t !

N~r ,t2Dt !
. ~C11!

Taking the product of all time slices we observe that t
Jacobian determinant equals

N~r ,t !

N~r ,t2Dt !

N~r ,t2Dt !

N~r ,t22Dt !
¯

N~r ,Dt !

N~r ,0!
5

N~r ,t !

N~r ,0!
, ~C12!

confirming Eq.~C7!.

APPENDIX D: THE RESPONSE KERNEL

In this appendix we discuss the construction of t
memory kernel from the LR functionsf L,T(n,v). To sim-
plify the notation, we denote this function asf (v), i.e., we
drop the ‘‘L, T’’ super and subscripts and the explicit depe
dence onn.

Let us recall the definition of the functionf L(v). It
arises in the context of LR treatment of the homogene
electron gas of densityn. A weak perturbation by some ex
ternal field, starting att50 ensues a density respon
n1(r ,t)5n(r ,t)2n. The time-dependent densityn(r ,t) is
only slightly different fromn andn1(r ,t) is proportional to
the strength of the perturbation. The change in den
n1(r ,t) induces a change in the XC potentialv1,XC(r ,t)
5vXC(r ,t)2vXC(r ), depending linearly onn1 :

v1,XC~r ,t !5E E
0

t

FXC~r2r 8,t2t8!n1~r 8,t8!dt8d3r 8.

~D1!
license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Assuming further that a local density approximation
appropriate, i.e., FXC(r2r 8,t2t8)5d(r2r 8)cXC@n(r ),t
2t8# we obtain

v1,XC~ t !5E
0

t

c~ t2t8!n1~ t8!dt8, ~D2!

where for notational clarity we drop then(r ) dependence
and the XC subscript. Also, for the HEG,n is independent of
r . The functionc(t) is known to be composed of two part
One is a function that has a Fourier transformf(t) and the
other is ad function, associated with the infinite frequenc
response of the HEG:

c~ t !5f~ t !1 f `d~ t !. ~D3!

Because of causality, let us assume explicitly that the fu
tion f(t) is zero for t,0 thus it is possible to extend th
upper limit of integration to infinity:

v1,XC~ t !5E
0

`

f~ t2t8!n1~ t8!dt81 f `n1~ t !. ~D4!

Fourier transforming this convolution, we have

v1,XC~v!5 f ~v!n1~v!, ~D5!

where n1(v)5*2`
` n1(t)eivtdt ~with an analogous expres

sion for v1,XC) and

f ~v!2 f `5E
0

`

f~ t !eivtdt. ~D6!

The fact that f (v)2 f ` is the Fourier transform of a
causal function poses a constraint on its analytical struct
Replacingv by a complex frequencyz, where Im(z).0, on
the right-hand side of Eq.~D6! yields a converging integra
and thus constitutes an analytical continuation off (v) into
the upper complex plane. From this fact, it is possible
derive Kramers–Kronig~KK ! relations41

f r~v!2 f `5
1

p
PE

2`

` f i~v8!

v82v
dv8 ~D7!

and

f i~v!52
1

p
PE

2`

` f r~v8!2 f `

v82v
dv8, ~D8!

wheref is decomposed into its real and imaginary parts

f ~v!5 f r~v!1 i f i~v!. ~D9!

The functionf (v) contains also the adiabatic LDA respons
This is encapsulated in the real zero frequency coefficie18

f (v50)5 f 0(n)5d2/dn2(eXCn), whereeXC(n) is the XC
energy per particle for the HEG in its ground state.

Becausef is real, the following is valid fort.0:

p

2
f~ t !5E

2`

`

f i~v!sinvtdv

5E
2`

`

@ f r~v!2 f `#cosvtdv. ~D10!

Using a gauge transformation in Eq.~D2!, we can trans-
form v1,XC(t) into a vector potential
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a1,XC~ t !52“E
0

t

dt8E
0

t8
C~ t82t9!n1~ t9!dt9. ~D11!

Becausef(t) is causal, we have

a1,XC~ t !52“E
0

t

w~ t2t9!n1~ t9!dt9, ~D12!

wherew(t) is the causal function

w~ t !5E
0

t

f~ t8!dt81 f ` . ~D13!

Using the second relation in Eq.~3.4!, a1,GIXC5na1,XC, we
obtain an expression for the GIXC vector potential

a1,GIXC~ t !52n“E
0

t

w~ t2t9!n1~ t9!dt9. ~D14!

Let us now plug in the continuity equation~2.10!, which in
linear response regime is

n1~ t !52nE
0

t

“"u1~ t8!dt8. ~D15!

We have then

a1,GIXC~ t !5n2
“E

0

t

w~ t2t8!dt8E
0

t8
“"u1~ t9!dt9. ~D16!

Integrating by parts, we have

a1,GIXC~ t !5“E
0

t

j~ t2t8!“"u1~ t8!dt8, ~D17!

where

j~ t !5n2E
0

t

w~ t8!dt8, ~D18!

and taking the time derivative, using Eq.~D13!, we have

j̇~ t !5n2F E
0

t

dt8f~ t8!1 f `G . ~D19!

In other words we find that in order for the kernel of E
~4.6! to be compatible with the LR properties of the HE
~assumed to be known asf(t), or f (v)2 f `), the following
must hold:

j̈~ t !5n2f~ t ! ~D20!

with the initial conditions

j~0!50, j̇~0!5n2f ` . ~D21!

Taking the Fourier transform of Eq.~D20! and using Eq.
~D6!, we have

E
0

`

j̈~ t !eivtdt5n2@ f ~v!2 f `#. ~D22!

And finally solving for j̈(t) at t.0 @see Eq.~D10!#, we
obtain

j̈~ t !5
2n2

p E
0

`

f i~v!sinvtdv. ~D23!

The solution is therefore
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j~ t !5a1bt2
2n2

p E
0

` f i~v!

v2
sinvtdv ~D24!

and the constantsa andb are selected to ensurej~0!50 and
j̇(0)5n2f ` , thus

a50, b5
2n2

p E
0

` f i~v!

v
dv1n2f ` . ~D25!

From the KK relations Eq.~D7!, (2/p)*0
` f i(v)/vdv5 f 0

2 f ` , thus we have

j~ t !5n2f 0t2
2n2

p E
0

` f i~v!

v2
sinvtdv. ~D26!

In order to check this result further, let us Fourier transfo
j(t), obtaining j̄(v)52(n2/v2) f (v), and using it in
na1,XC5ã1,GIXC(v)5“@ j̄(v)“"ū1(v)#—the Fourier ver-
sion of Eq.~D17!, we obtain

a1,XC~v!52
n

v2
“@ f ~v!“"u1~v!#, ~D27!

an expression that directly compares to results of Ref. 4
The termn2f 0t in Eq. ~D26! is linear in time and gives

after gauging back to a potential, the adiabatic LDA pote
tial, vALAD 5 f 0n1 . This is because18 f 0(n)5(d2/dn2)
3(eXCn). Thus it should not be part of the kernelF in Eq.
~4.6!, since the adiabatic potential is obtained from the fu
tional derivative ofSA in Eq. ~3.1!. We find that the kernel in
Eq. ~4.6! must be given by

FL~ t !52
2n2

p E
0

` f i
L~v!

v2
sinvtdv. ~D28!

The functionFL(t) does not decay to zero, instead w
have

lim
t→`

FL~ t !52n2f i8~0![FL
`. ~D29!

This constant in time is treated separately, i.e., we de
the finite memory functionalFL(t)5ML(t)1FL

` with

ML~ t !52
2n2

p E
0

` f i
L~v!

v2
sinvtdv2FL

` . ~D30!

It is this kernel which is used in Eq.~4.6!. The constant
FL

`(n) is treated separately and because it is constant
incorporation poses no problem.

A similar treatment applies toFT , only here we do not
take out the ALDA part, thus

FT~ t !5n2f 0
Tt2

2n2

p E
0

` f i
T~v!

v2
sinvtdv. ~D31!

The behavior at larget is thus
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FT~ t !→n2f 0
Tt2n2f i

T8~0!. ~D32!

So, writing FT(t)5FT
`1FT

adt1MT(t), the finite memory
functional is

MT~ t !52
2n2

p E
0

` f i
T~v!

v2
sinvtdv2FT

` , ~D33!

where

FT
`52n2f i

T8~0!, FT
ad5n2f i

T~0!. ~D34!
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